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ABSTRACT

In this article is presented a new methodism for determination of superficial charge
density in nonconducting materials which is based in the combination of laboratory cali-
brated experiments in conducting surfaces with theoretical calculations for nonconducting
surfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of the superficial charge density (<r) is of a great importance, as
it is a fundamental parameter in electrostatic systems [1, 2, 3]. The contemporary known
methods for the definition of the charge are the inductive ones and those of contact ones.
Especially important is the elaboration of the measurement methods of the local superficial
charge density by inductive method, using static probes (mechanical induction) or those
of rotative type (electronic induction) [1-8].

The experiments of electrostatic measurements are made in laboratoric and in-
dustrial conditions. In some cases of industrial experiments the practice has confirmed that
determination of <x is impossible to be done by the methods mentioned before as a result
of specific conditions. For that reason we found necessary to work out a new method of
the superficial charge density. Its presentation and application is just the essential object
of the article.

2. METHODISM OF THE DETERMINATION OF SUPERFICIAL
CHARGE DENSITY

In the known contemporary methods [2] the superficial charge density is generally
an indirectly defined quantity (after measuring the electric current or the electric field) .
Also to determine the electric charge, is used at first the measurement of the potential
difference by induction method [9].

The method we are proposing is an indirect one too. It is based firstly upon
potential determination and combines the experimental laboratoric calibrations with the
relevant theoretic calculations.

2.1 Potential determination

The idea of the potential measurement is based upon the calibrations we can do
during the circuit locking by corona discharge. This idea is used by us before in the probes
of "broom" type [10]. This time we have used suitable spheric probes, which make possible
the theoretical calculations too.

2.1.1 The probe calibration

The scheme of probe calibration is presented in Fig.l. Together with probe S
of the numerical kilovoltmeter [11], which is a high tension divisor, we put a spherical
probe with a ray r ss 10~3m, in the distance D = 3.10~2m from the slab charged with a
high negative potential. The main apparatus which gives us the possibility of calibration,
is the numerical kilovoltmeter. It is schematically presented in Fig.2. The high tension



measurement is reaiised by the high tension divisor; its elements are inside the probe 5
[12]. In this way it was necessary to calibrate the spherical probe for different potentials.

The aluminium slab 1 plays the part of the charged material. It was well polished
on purpose to avoid flowings and undesirable secondary effects. Its feeding was made by
the continuous high tension source 2 and the isolation was secured by organic glass columns
3. 5 probe together with the sphere 4 was placed perpendicularly to the slab in its centre.
It was bound with the numerical kilovoltmeter [A'u(cf)]. The slab potential was determined
by another kilovoltmeter.

Mathematical treatment of experimental results, taken from the spherical probe

calibration (Fig.3), gave the relation between slab potential Vp(kv) and probe potential

V.(H [12]
Vp = aV. + 0 (1)

where a = 1,18,0 = 24,30.

The above written relation gives us the possibility to determine the slab potential
when the probe potential is known.

2.2 The potential in the centre of a rectangle nonconducting surface

This is the potential created by a thread with a length 2t, in point 0 placed in
the perpendicular line in the centre of the thread, in a d distance from it [12]

(2)

In the case of a very thin rectangle surface, charged with a a superficial density, the linear
density of a ribbon with a length 2y and a width dx, placed in the distance x from point
0 (Fig.4) is X = adx. In this case dv\ potential created by it in point 0 in conformity with
(2) formula is

udx adx

and potential v\ created in point 0 by the surface portion presented as &OBC is

/a2 + V +
f I =

47T60
(n

In the same manner we also determine the potential created in point 0 by the surface

portion presented by means of &.AOB. The potential created by al! the surface will be

[12]
a { . v V + b1 + b , , „ v/a2 + 62 + a '

a in b(n (3)

2.3 Determination of a in the centre of a nonconducting rectangle surface

The combination of the experimental relation (1) with that theoretical one (3)
gives the possibility to determine a in nonconducting surfaces. This combination accepts as
equivalent the experimental laboratoric calibration with conductor and the industrial ex-
periment with nonconductor. In this case, the potential in the centre of the nonconducting
surface plays the part of V potential. <r may be determined by the relation

where

K = atn • + btn

(4)

(5)

2.4 Corrections of the equivalence between the calibration with conductor
and the experiments with nonconductor

We think to correct the equivalence between the calibration with conductor and
experiments with nonconductor, by determining the start discharge potential and exactine
the boards of dispersion of the superficial charge density [13].

2.4.1 Determination of the start discharge potential

In calibrations with conductor and in experiments with nonconductor, the phys-
ical reality is different, apart from the same geometry [13, 14]. So, the start discharge
potentials are also different.

In [16] we have examined the electric field between a nonconducting rectangle
plane surface, with sides a and t, uniformly charged with a superficial density a and an
earthed metal sphere with ray r placed in the distance D from it. Calculations show that
the field intensity in the point x — r (Fig.5) is

(6)

where
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Lot us connect the condition of discharge start with critical value £0 of the field intensity
determined by Bowers [12, 15], In this case superficial charge density is presented by ffo.
According also to the relation (6) we can write

(T0 = (S)

V"o potential corresponding to this charge in the centre of the rectangle, presents, in fact,
the start discharge potential. Considering (3) and (6) relations, this potential is

In this way the final relation (9) for detenninatioii of ff becomes

(9)

(10)

2.4.2 Exactness of the dispersion boards of a

The second correction is connected with exactness of the dispersion boards of a.
The critical charge density ac is determined in [16]

In fact, it determines the value of a, for which the discharge happens when the sphere is
in contact with the nonconducting surface. From this comes out that <j < crc cannot be
determined by the methodism we propose. So, the lowest board of the charges dispersion
interval cannot be smaller than ac.

3. METHODISM APPLICATION IN INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENTS

The above mentioned methodism is applied in calandre processes in the paper
industry. They are distinguished for the creation of an obvious electricity. Industrial
experiments are made in calandre machines of journal and offset. The relevant kinematic
schemes are presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7. Experimental measurements are made in 1,2 and
3 positions, after the paper has passed through the dryer cylinders [12], using the same
geometry probe-plane, as if in calibration laboratory measurements, too. Calculations
show that in this occasion, the main role in determination of \B\ is played by the second
term of the sphere charge [16]. So by a very good approximation coefficient K1 may be
presented in a more simplified form than that presented in (T)

A(D-r) \TT
— — arc sin 0 — arctg - arctg

2(D - r)
2K 4D ab

(11)

and a is determined by replacing the above-written value of coefficient A'I in relation (10).

In Table 1 are presented mean values of superficial charge density &, together with
the intervals of belief for the main value (<r — 6,a + £), dispersion boards of a{a — 3S,CT + 3«)
and relevant critical densities (<TC) of charges. To elaborate the measurements results we
have used s standard deviation and 8 interval of belief for the mean value with a security
coefficient 0,99 [12, 17].

The sign of the charge results to be negative, in all experiment til measurements
observated in calandre without exception. This fact is in concordance with the achieved
conclusions [18]: the paper is negatively charged when the electrification by pressing pre-
dominates the electrification by rubbing. We stress that this confession is verified in all
other industrial and laboratory measurements made by us [12, 19],

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this article is presented a new methodism for determination of superficial charge
density in nonconducting materials when electrification surpasses the critical charge density
value. This is applied in calandre processes in paper industry.

The proposed methodism is based upon the combination of laboratory calibrated
experiments in conducting surfaces with the theoretical relevant calculations for noncon-
ducting surfaces, accompanied by two corrections for the start discharge potential and the
exactness of the dispersion boards of superficial density.
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Table 1

1) Mean values of the superficial charge density B;

2) the interval of belief for the mean value {a — 6, a + 6);

3) dispersion boards of o(a — 3s, a + 3s);

4) critical relevant densities of charges ac.

( * -

( a -

<7

Position

• 107 c/m2

+ 6 ) - 1 0 7

3s,<7 +3s)- 10

• 107 c/m2

c/m2

7 c/m2

Journal

5,35

5,19-5,51

4,99-5,71

2,40

cfdandre

5,51

5,35-5,67

5,09-5,93

2,42

Offset calandre

10,99

8,57-9,25

10,21-11,77

2,12

6,96

6,89-7,03

G,S7-7,05

2,37

6,85

6,03-7,67

5,23-8,47

2,37

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Scheme of spherical probe calibration.

Fig.2 Scheme of the measurer apparatus of high tension.

Fig.3 Probe calibration graphic.

Fig.4 Calculation of potential in a nonconducting rectangle surface.

Fig.5 System earthed sphere - nonconducting charged surface.

Fig.6 The machine of journals calandre.

Fig.7 The machine of offset calandre.
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